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Abstract 

Handover is an essential component in the total 

lifecycle management of software systems. Despite 

this, the software community has not agreed on its 

basic activities and concepts yet.  In this paper, we 

evaluate a preliminary version of EM
3
 taxonomy of 

handover activities. Our goal is to evaluate its 

credibility in an industrial setting and find feedback 

for creating a transition process.  The evaluation is 

made in the context of an in-house handover 

process. 
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1 Introduction 

Software engineering lacks sound and holistic overview 

of the software lifecycle processes [5]. Research has 

been mainly focused on initial lifecycle phases paying 

little attention to delivery and post-delivery phases. As a 

result, many of the delivery and post-delivery processes 

are gravely hampered by lack of underlying theories. 

One of them is a software handover process, alias 

transition process, a process during which one hands 

over a system from development to maintenance.  

Handover, or transition, is a controlled and coordinated 

activity during which a software system is handed over 

from the team performing software development to the 

team performing post deployment software maintenance 

and support [6]. It is a critical stage in the system 

lifecycle that is fraught with many challenges. 

Credibility of both development and maintenance teams 

is at stake, if it is not properly planned and performed. 

Despite this, handover process is still an under 

researched area. Right now, there is only a handful of 

publications dealing with software transition [3, 6, 7]. 

Unfortunately, these models are on a very general level. 

They do not provide any detailed insight into the 

transition domain. More explorative work needs to be 

done to acquire better understanding of software 

transition.  

To remedy the problem, we are in the process of 

developing EM
3
: Handover Process Model. EM

3
 stands 

for Evolution and Maintenance Management Model. 

Right now, it only contains taxonomy of handover 

activities [1].  It is based on the descriptions of 

handover processes in [3], [6], [7]. 

In this paper, we evaluate the EM
3
 taxonomy within one 

software company. The company is called CRM 

TELECOM and it is situated in Pakistan. Our goal is to 

evaluate its credibility in an industrial setting and find 

feedback for extending it and for creating a handover 

process.  The taxonomy is focused on an in-house 

handover process. It is the result of a joint effort 

between the industry and academia (KTH and CRM 

TELECOM). Due to the sensitivity of the results 

presented herein, both the company name and the third 

author affiliation are not disclosed. Hence, when 

referring to the company, we use its fictitious name – 

CRM TELECOM.  

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 

presents the method taken during this study. Section 3 

describes the preliminary taxonomy. Section 4 

describes the organizational structure at CRM 

TELECOM and places software processes on this 

structure. Section 5 matches the industrial activities on 

our preliminary taxonomy. Finally, Section 6 makes 

conclusions and suggestions for future work. 

2 Method  

To evaluate the EM
3 

taxonomy of handover activities, 

we developed a semi structured questionnaire consisting 

of the following types of questions:  

1. What Type inquiring about whether a specific 

taxonomy activity was performed. 

2. Who Type inquiring about who performed it.  

3. When Type inquiring about when it was performed.  

4. How Type inquiring about how it was performed.  

5. Missing Type inquiring about whether any important 

activity was missing.  

Based on the semi structured questionnaire, we 

conducted several interviews with Development 

manager at CRM TELECOM. Our goal was to evaluate 

the credibility of our activities, place them on a time 

roadmap and assign responsibilities to them. This had 

helped us visualize the transition process, its time span 

and complexity.   

Even if the questionnaire was very simple, it does not 

imply that the discussions were simple. In fact, they 

were questionnaire-based, interview–like, very intensive 

discussions. The questions in the questionnaire were  



Table 1 Time roadmap of taxonomy activities.  D, ST, AT, DP and M stand for Development, System Test, Acceptance Test, Deployment and 

Maintenance. D�D, D�M, A stand for the transitions from developer to developer, maintainer and involvement of acquirer, respectively 

Activities Roles 
Phases 

D ST AT DP M 

Management and Administration 
MA 1. Identify maintenance organization. D�D, D�M,      

MA 2. Establish a transition team. D�D, D�M, A      

MA 3.  Create a transition plan. D�D, D�M, A        

MA 3.1. Determine transition budget. D�D, D�M, A      

MA 3.2. Create a transition schedule. D�D      

MA 3.3. Establish transition procedures. D�D, D�M       

MA 3.4. Define transition resource requirements. D�D, D�M, A        

MA3.4.1.Define maintenance manpower requirements. D�D, D�M       

MA 3.4.2. Define maintenance facility requirements. D�M       

MA 3.5. Define other transition elements (not covered in this study)       

MA 4. Develop management plans D�D, D�M , A      

Maintenance Environment 
ME 1. Determine hardware/software suite needs.  D�M      

ME 2. Install hardware/software suite. M      

ME 3. Assess current hardware/software suite, if any. D�M, M      

ME 4. Remedy the deficiencies in the hardware/software suite, if any. D�M, M      

ME 5. Determine/assess maintenance support suite. D�D, D�M      

ME 6. Supplement maintenance support suite with new tools. D�D, D�M      

ME 7. Install support software. D�D, D�M       

ME 8. Install software baseline. D�D, D�M       

ME 9. Install data. D�D, D�M       

ME 10. Transfer modification requests from development to maintenance.  D�D      

ME 11. Place modification requests in a Modification Request repository.  D�D      

Version and Configuration Management 
VC 1. Establish software configuration baseline. D�D, D�M       

VC 2. Put software under software configuration management. D�D, D�M       

VC 3. Place software under version control.  D�D, D�M       

Deployment 
DP 1. Develop installation procedures. D�M      

DP 2. Install. D�D, A      

DP 3. Plan future releases. D�D, D�M, A        

DP 3. 1. Plan updates of future releases. D�D, D�M, A      

DP 3.2. Determine the distribution structure. D      

DP 3.3. Determine forms of deploying software. D      

DP 3.4. Determine the structure of release notes. D         

Training 
T 1. Train on system, its structure and operation. D�D, D�M, A      

T 1.1. Create/update training material on system, its structure and operation. D�D, D�M, A      

T 1.2. Provide training on system, its structure and operation. D�D, D�M, A      

T 1.3. Attend to modification requests. D�D      

T 1.4. Conduct white-box testing and debugging. D�D      

T 2. Train on maintenance processes. D�M, M�M      

T 2.1. Create/update training material on maintenance processes. D�M      

T 2.2. Provide training on maintenance processes. D�M, M�M      

T 3. Train on system support processes. D�M,  M�M      

T 3.1. Create/update training material on system support process. D�D, D�M      

T 3.2. Provide training material on system support process. D�M      

T 4. Train on new technology to be used within operation and maintenance. D�M,  M�M      

T 4.1. Create/update training material on new technology. D�M,  M�M      

T 4.2. Provide training on new technology. D�D, D�M      

T 5. Provide on-site support in critical cases. D�M      

Documentation 
D 1. Establish a system documentation repository. D�D      

D 2. Define services to be provided by the system documentation repository. D�D,  D�M, A      

D 3. Subject system documentation repository to SCM. D�D      

D 4. Establish standards for documentation development. D�D, D�M, A      

Maintainability Management 
M 1. Assess system maintainability D�D, D�M      

M 2. Assess data maintainability D�D, D�M      

 



strongly expanded with many additional “on the fly” 

questions that had led to a better exploration of the 
handover field. The choice of the additional questions 

was strongly dependent on the activity discussed at 

hand. 

3 Transition Process 

The EM
3
 taxonomy consists of seven components. As 

shown in Table 1, they are Management and 

Administration, Maintenance Environment, Version and 

Configuration Management, Deployment, Training, 

Documentation and, Maintainability.   

3.1 Management and Administration 

The Management and Administration component 

includes activities required for managing and 

administrating the transition process [7]. Since a 

maintenance team is responsible for post deployment 

support, it is important to identify it as early as possible 

(Activity MA-1 in Table 1).  Identifying a maintenance 

team however is not enough. One must also define a 

group responsible for the transition (Activity MA-2). 

According to [6], a separate transition group should be 

formed within a maintenance organization.  

A transition group should create a transition plan 

(Activity MA-3) identifying the activities to be 

performed during transition, their timing and order, and 

the roles involved. It is impossible to list all its 

constituent activities. Hence, we only focus on the most 

important ones. These are determination of a transition 

budget (Activity MA-3.1), creation of a transition 

schedule (Activity MA-3.2), creation of standard 

procedures for managing and coordinating the transition 

process (Activity MA-3.3), and the definition of the 

resources required for the transition process itself.  

As [6] states, some elements in the transition plan 

overlap with the elements in a maintenance plan. These 

concern determination of maintenance resources 

including both manpower and facility requirements 

(Activity MA-3.4). The manpower requirements define 

the size of the maintenance team, the roles involved in it 

and the order of recruiting the roles (Activity MA-3.4.1). 

It is recommended to hire software configuration 

management roles first, testers second, and programmers 

last [6]. The facility requirements (Activity MA-3.4.2) 

concern hardware and software equipment.  

Finally, a number of management plans should be 

developed well before the transition starts (Activity MA-

4). These plans include Software Configuration 

Management Plan (SCMP), Software Quality Program 

Plan (SQPP), Software Test Plan (STP) and Training 

Program Plan (TPP). 

3.2 Maintenance Environment  

The Maintenance Environment component includes 

activities required for setting up the maintenance 

environment covering hardware and software suites and 

maintenance support suite. It then includes activities for 

installing the system and its data and activities for 

transferring the modification requests [7]. 

Hardware and software suits encompass a collection of 

hardware and software systems providing a platform for 

installing the transitioned system. Maintenance 

organizations starting from scratch may have to 

determine their needs for hardware and software suites 

and acquire and install them (Activities ME-1 and ME-

2). For maintenance organizations that continue with 

maintaining  a certain pool of systems for a particular 

developer, it may be sufficient that they assess current 

hardware and software suits and attend to their 

deficiencies, if any (Activities ME-3 and ME-4).  

The same applies to maintenance support suite that must 

be determined or assessed (Activities ME-5 and ME-6). 

The suite stands for a pool of software tools required for 

performing maintenance. If it is insufficient or defective, 

then it must be repaired or supplemented with new tools. 

Finally, it must be installed (Activity ME-7).  

It is only after maintenance support tools have been 

installed that one may start installing baseline software 

and data (Activities ME-8 and ME-9). Baseline software 

is the version of the transitioned software system. Data, 

on the other hand, is baseline and operational data, to be 

discussed later in this paper.  

Many modification requests get reported during 

development. However, due to lack of time or other 

reasons, not all of them get resolved by then. Some of 

them will have to be resolved in the post deployment 

phase by the maintainer instead. For this reason, they are 

placed in a Modification Request Repository handed 

over to and attended to by the maintainer group 

(Activity ME-10 and ME-11).  

The modification requests, their number, severity and 

criticality aid the maintainer in understanding the system 

and its condition. They create a basis for planning 

maintainer’s work and for starting a relation with the 

acquirer.  

3.3 Version and Configuration Management  

The Version and Configuration component includes 

activities needed for tracking and controlling changes in 

a software system. Its prerequisite activity is the 

establishment of a configuration baseline corresponding 

to a frozen version of a system (Activity VC-1) [7]. 

Having the SCM baseline in place, the maintainer takes 

it over and puts it under software configuration 

management, preferably, as much automated as possible 

(Activity VC-2). By a software system, we mean all 

system parts including code and all levels of system 

documentation.  



 
Fig. 1 CRM TELECOM organizational structure 

During software evolution, organizations create multiple 

variants of the configuration items. To track changes in 

them requires version management and control. 

Therefore, the maintainer should place the modified 

software under version control (Activity VC- 3).  

3.4 Deployment  

The Deployment component contains three activities 

required for installing the software system at the 

acquirer’s site. First, one develops installation 

procedures such as procedures for generating software 

builds with associated documentation and training 

materials (Activity DP-1 in Table 1). Second, one 

installs the system (Activity DP-2). Finally, one plans 

future releases by planning future updates, by 

determining the structure of the software packages and 

forms of deploying them, and by structuring release 

notes (Activity DP-3). [6] [7]   

3.5 Training 

Maintainers cannot perform their duties in a satisfactory 

way and end-users on the acquirer side cannot properly 

use the system if they do not possess good system 

knowledge. Hence, they should be provided proper 

training well before taking over their maintenance and 

end-user responsibilities, respectively.  

The Training component contains activities for 

providing training to the stakeholders of the system. 

These are mainly acquirer and maintainer. The 

component includes training on the system and its 

architecture (Activity T-1) [7]. Since software systems 

evolve with time, it also includes the development and 

update of training material covering both system 

operation and maintenance (Activities T-2 and T-3) [3]. 

Maintainer is also provided with training on new 

technology to be used in operation and maintenance 

(Activities T-4).  Finally, the maintainer should provide 

on-site support in critical cases (Activity T-5) [6].   On-

site support fulfills both training and support purposes. 

According to [7], it is the maintenance team that should 

provide on-site support.  

3.6 Documentation  

Large software systems have voluminous 

documentation. When being transferred, this 

documentation should describe the system [7]. The 

Documentation component includes activities for 

enabling the transition of documentation. Its activities 

mainly deal with basic procedures for creating a 

documentation repository and for establishing the 

services to be provided by it (Activity D-1, D-2) [7]. 

Since software systems evolve with time, the 

documentation should also remain up-to-date. Hence, 

the repository should be subjected to the same level of 

configuration management as code (Activity D-3) [7]. 

Finally, standards for developing documentation should 

be defined so that all the stakeholders have a common 

understanding of the structure and terminology used 

when documenting their systems (Activity D-4). 

3.7 Maintainability Management 

The system maintainability is a quality attribute that has 

to be considered throughout the whole software 

lifecycle. Its management is the main ingredient in the 

predelivery maintenance during which one continuously 

monitors and controls maintainability [6]. In the 

transition phase, maintainers should make final 

assessment of the maintainability to assure that it 

conforms to the maintainability requirements. The same 

applies to data maintainability (Activities M-1–M-2).  

4 CRM TELECOM ORGANIZATION  

CRM TELECOM provides international voice retail 

and wholesale communication services. It has a global 

presence with headquarters in Abu Dhabi. It has 2500 

employees working in UAE, UK and Pakistan. As 

shown in Fig. 1 it is organized into three levels:  

Business Strategic, Mid-Management and Tactical and 

Implementation levels. 

The Business Strategic level is responsible for making 

business strategies, allocating budget for product 

development and approving projects. Its main roles are: 

• Product Development team responsible for driving the 

business. They analyze market trends and make plans 

for developing revenue-generating products. 

• Finance team responsible for allocating budget to 

projects. Their objective is to maximize the revenue 

generation. They evaluate return on investment before 

approving project budgets and they impose checks on 

resource usage to minimize development costs.  

• Customer Service team is responsible for attracting a 

steady stream of new customers and for keeping the 

old ones. To attract their customers, they strive 

towards offering CRM TELECOM products at the 

minimum price with maximum product features. 

• Chief Executive Officer (CEO) the highest-ranking 

executive in a company, responsible for carrying out 

the policies of the BEC on a day-to-day basis. In the 

development context, CEO makes recommendations 

for only large projects which he then submits to BEC. 



• Board Executive Committee (BEC) having the power 

and authority to make all important decisions. In the 

context of development, it approves or disapproves 

CEO’s recommendations for large projects. It inquires 

the opinion from Product Development, Finance and 

Customer Service    teams     before     making     final 

decisions. Making decisions may not always go 

smoothly. This is because Finance and Customer 

Service teams have conflicting objectives. Finance 

team wishes to attract customers by selling products 

with maximum ROI while Customer Service team 

requires maximum features at low cost. Hence, BEC 

and CEO have to perform tradeoff analyses between 

the two parties.  

Mid-Management is responsible for controlling the 

whole project, once the project gets approved and 

budgeted. It involves the following roles: 

• Project Management Office (PMO) responsible for 

project planning, resource allocation and control. It is 

this role that assigns tasks to Development and 

Engineering teams.   

• Product Delivery team responsible for communicating 

product requirements to development teams. They 

correspond to an intermediary role between Finance, 

Customer Service and Product Development teams 

(on the Tactical and Implementation level). Here, 

their main responsibility is to create a consensus on 

requirements between all these groups and to ensure 

that no conflicting requirements exist before 

delivering them to the Development team. Product 

Delivery team communicates with Finance team for 

allocating budget for new inventory.     

The Tactical and Implementation level group is 

responsible for development, maintenance and 

operation of the system. Its main roles are: 

• Development team responsible for developing the 

system. Based on the requirements provided by the 

Product Delivery team, they first develop a semi-

functional prototype of the system. After getting 

approval of the prototype from the Delivery team, 

they transform the prototype into a complete system.   

• Project Management team responsible for controlling 

the step by step execution of the project at the 

Tactical and Implementation level. They assign tasks 

to different resources. They also report project 

progress to PMO.    

• Maintenance team responsible for all corrective 

maintenance tasks. They ensure that no software 

problem disrupts the system operation. They 

communicate with Operation team to reproduce and 

solve the problem. If the problem is complex, then 

they report it to the Development team for resolution.  

• Operation team responsible for keeping the system 

alive in the operation phase. They communicate with 

customers to resolve their daily issues. In case of 

system operation problems, they report them to the 

Maintenance team. 

• Engineering team responsible for implementing the 

system. They work closely with the Development 

team. Engineering team designs the system 

infrastructure (hardware) to be used for deployment.   

5 MAPPING EM
3 

TRANSITION 

ACTIVITIES ON CRM TELECOM’S 

ACTIVITIES 

In this section, we map the EM
3
 transition activities on 

the transition activities as performed at CRM 

TELECOM. When doing it, we follow the order of the 

taxonomy activities as specified in Section 3. We also 

update Table 1 with the roles responsible for 

performing them and their relative timing. 

5.1 Management and Administration  

CRM TELECOM performs all the activities as listed in 

the Management and Administration component.  It 

identifies maintenance teams, establishes transition 

teams, and makes transition and management plans.  

Regarding the Maintenance teams, they are designated 

by the Development team manager during the system 

testing phase. Usually, they comprise a subset of 

developers who implemented the system.  Just because 

the initial phase of the postdelivery operation and 

maintenance is critical, the developers are chosen with 

great care. They must possess the overall knowledge of 

the system and the ability to work under stress. These 

developers are dedicated to maintenance activities. In 

case when Development team requires additional 

resources and maintainers are idle, then the maintainers 

are requested to perform temporary development tasks.  

The newly released system versions continue to be 

maintained by the already existing Maintenance teams. 

However,   in    the   initial    transition   phases   during 

acceptance testing, they are supported by a few members 

from the Development team. Here, the developers play 

the role of a temporary internal support which ceases to 

exist once the system gets operational.  

CRM TELECOM   establishes   a   transition team. The 

team   comprises   the   roles   of   PMO, Delivery   and 

Development teams. PMO works as a bridge between 

the latter two where the Delivery team represents the 

business side and the Development team represents the 

technical side.  

CRM TELECOM creates a transition plan for handing 

over the system. This plan covers the transition budget, 

schedule, procedures and resource requirements. Its 

contents, however, varies depending on the lifecycle 

stage of the product. Regarding the budget for the newly 

developed systems, it is determined by BEC, CEO, CIO, 

Finance and Product Development managers. These 

roles decide on the development, testing, transition and  



Transition activities start once the Development team 
completes system testing. Development manager notifies PMO 

and Delivery team that the system is ready for transition.  

Delivery team starts coordinating with the stakeholders on the 

business side including Finance, Customer Service, and 

Product Development. Meanwhile, Development team starts 

coordinating with the stakeholders on the technical side 

including Maintenance, SCM, Operation and Engineering 

teams.  

Delivery team performs acceptance testing on behalf of the 

business side. Their objective is to ensure that the system 

satisfies all the functional requirements. Engineering team 

ensures that the hardware infrastructure for the system is in 

place. Development team develops operational manuals for 

Maintenance, Operation and SCM teams. Maintenance team 

members prepare themselves for setting up the maintenance 

environment. Operation team tests the system to ensure that the 

system works perfectly in the operational environment. SCM 

team prepares for the deployment of the system.  The transition 

activities continue during the deployment phase and end once 

the system starts working smoothly in the operational 

environment. 

Fig 2. CRM TELECOM transition procedure 

maintenance budgets. They do it during the system 

planning phase.  

Regarding the transition schedule, it is created by the 

CIO from the Development side. This schedule outlines 

the tasks of acceptance testing, maintenance 

environment setup, deployment and operation.   

In case of a new release, only two parties participate in 

developing a transition schedule. These are the 

Development manager on the technical side and the 

Delivery manager on the business side. They create a 

schedule after the system testing phase. Development 

manager creates it by allocating time slots for 

acceptance testing, deployment and handover activities. 

Delivery manager allocates resources for performing 

acceptance testing. Business stakeholders develop 

acceptance test cases during the release planning phase.    

CRM TELECOM produces four releases a year. As a 

rule of thumb, one fourth of the release cycle time goes 

to its transition. It is this one fourth that is scheduled in 

the transition plan.  

The transition budget is managed by the Delivery 

Manager. Normally, transition of new releases of the 

already existing system does not require any special 

budget allocation to new software and hardware 

requirements. However, new systems and some new 

releases may require some new hardware and software. 

If their budget exceeds 15,000 USD then it must be 

approved by the CEO. 

CRM TELECOM has well established procedures for 

transition. They are developed by the Business Strategic 

and Mid-Management levels and adopted by the Tactical 

and Implementation level teams.  An example of a 

scenario describing a transition procedure is outlined in 

Fig. 2.    

Regarding the transition resource requirements, the 

PMO defines manpower resources based on historical 

data and previous experience and the Development team 

defines maintainer facility resources. The enactment of 

these activities varies depending on the lifecycle phase. 

At its simplest, in case of new releases, both manpower 

and facilities are already in place. Hence, this activity is 

degraded to the identification of new minor needs or the 

confirmation of the currently assigned resources. Both 

the manpower and facility resources are defined during 

the planning phase once the project gets approved.  

Regarding the last activity in the Management and 

Administration component, CRM TELECOM develops 

various management plans. These include quality 

assurance, software configuration management and 

deployment plans. Mid-Management is responsible for 

developing these plans during the planning phase.  

5.2 Maintenance Environment 

CRM TELECOM implements all the activities listed in 

the Maintenance Environment component. They 

determine, assess and install hardware and software 

suites. They install support software, software baseline 

and data. Finally, they place modification requests in the 

Modification Request Repository.   

CRM TELECOM determines hardware and software 

suite needs for maintenance environment for all new 

systems. The determination is done by the Development 

team manager and software architect during the planning 

phase. These two roles make decisions based on two 

requirements: (1) the Maintenance team must have the 

same environment as the Operational team, and (2) the 

environment must be compliant with the support 

software.   

The hardware and software suites installation is 

conducted substantially later than its determination. It 

starts in parallel with deployment. Maintenance team 

creates maintenance environment by following 

guidelines provided in the instruction manual. The 

instruction manual is developed by the Development 

team. It contains deployment diagrams and step by step 

instructions for how to install hardware and software 

suits.    

At CRM TELECOM, the operational environment 

changes rapidly with the growing business needs. 

Hence, it has to be continuously assessed and upgraded. 

This also applies to the maintainer’s hardware and 

software suites. They have to follow the changes in the 

operational environment. For this reason, Development 

and Maintenance teams assess maintenance suite 

whether it is in accordance with the changes in the 

operational environment. They do it during the 

acceptance testing phase. They examine the suite’s 

changes in the operational environment and install 

similar suites in the maintenance environment. In cases 

when it is not possible to install similar requirements 

due to the differences in capacity and quantity of 

software and hardware resources in the two 

environments, the Maintenance team creates a virtual 

environment similar to the operational one.  



For new systems, CRM TELECOM determines the 

maintenance support software needs during the planning 

phase. Development manager decides on the choice of 

the required support software suits. The maintainer’s 

main needs concern debuggers, compilers and tools 

supporting corrective maintenance.  

Regarding the existing systems, CRM TELECOM 

assesses current maintenance support suites with every 

new release. Development and Maintenance teams 

commonly make decision on the new tools during the 

acceptance testing phase. However, normally they do 

not need new tools. In case they do, then support suite 

installation starts in parallel with deployment. It is the 

Maintenance team that does the installation.  

At CRM TELECOM, the Maintenance team installs 

software baseline in the maintenance environment 

during the deployment phase.  They continuously 

perform corrective maintenance during the maintenance 

phase whose results they then release in minor releases 

to the customer. They also send all the corrections to the 

Development team who synchronies their code with the 

new corrections. This ensures that the corrected software 

problems do not reoccur in future releases.         

Data installation on maintenance site is performed by 

the Maintenance team during the deployment phase. 

They require this data to reproduce operational 

problems. Due to the fact that many unwanted changes 

may be introduced to the operational database during 

problem resolution, Maintenance team only keeps its 

replication.  The master copy is kept and updated by the 

Database Administrator instead. The reason is the fact 

that one wishes to have a strict control over its state.  

AT CRM TELECOM, the developers do not transfer 

any modification requests to the maintainers. This is 

because the developers will continue attending to them 

as soon as they start working on the new release. 

Instead, the developers make sure that all the problems 

are resolved during the acceptance testing phase.  

At CRM TELECOM, there exists a central repository 

for all modification requests. Development team is 

responsible for managing it. They establish this 

repository during the planning phase and keep it updated 

throughout the whole system lifecycle. 

5.3 Version and Configuration Management 

CRM TELECOM performs all the activities listed in the 

Version and Configuration Management component. 

They establish software configuration baselines and 

place software under version control.  

CRM TELECOM establishes three configuration 

management baselines. These are acceptance test 

baseline, maintenance baseline and operational baseline. 

Roles and software lifecycle stages for establishing these 

baselines vary.  Acceptance test baseline is created after 

the system testing phase. Once the Development team is 

satisfied with the performance of the system, they create 

this baseline and notify their stakeholders that the 

system is ready for acceptance testing. This phase is 

called Staged Phase at CRM TELECOM.  

Once the stakeholders are satisfied with the acceptance 

testing results, then Software Configuration 

Management (SCM) team develops the operational 

baseline in the initial steps of the deployment phase. If it 

is a new enhanced system version, then the Operation 

and SCM teams verify that it is in total compliance with 

the operational version to be de-installed.  

Finally, the maintenance baseline is determined in the 

deployment phase. Since the Maintenance team needs to 
reproduce and solve operational problems, the 

maintenance and operational baselines are similar. 

Maintenance team establishes the baseline by following 

instructions developed by the Development team.  

CRM TELECOM does not use any SCM tools.  They 

configure their system manually. However, they place 

their software under version control using Microsoft 

Team Foundation (TFS) server branching tool [4].  

Three branches of code are formed after acceptance 

testing phase. These are (1) main branch to be used as a 

central master copy of the system, 2) development 

branch to be used as a basis for further development, and 

(3) maintenance branch to be used by the maintainers for 

creating minor releases. The main branch is 

systematically updated after each minor release by the 

maintainers and its status is regularly synchronized with 

the development branch by the Development team after 

every new system build. 

5.4 Deployment 

CRM TELECOM implements all the activities described 

in the Deployment component. They develop installation 

procedures, install the systems and plan releases.  

Regarding the procedures for installing software in the 

operational environment, they are listed and described in 

the installation manuals. They are written by the 

Development team in the acceptance testing phase. The 

installation manuals include instructions and prerequisite 

requirements for system and data installation and data 

encryption. The instructions provide guidelines for how 

to install web services, window services and application. 

The prerequisite requirements concern operating system, 

servers and database. Finally, database table encryption 

is critical. In cases when it fails and the system 

malfunctions, then the data and application are rolled 

back to the previous stable states.  

The installation manuals are used by the SCM team that 

makes the installation and by the Operation team that 

takes backup of the system version to be de-installed. 

The problems that may be encountered at this phase are 

(1) web services are not responding, (2) database is not 

responding or its response is faulty, and (3) application 

or database server is down. Some of these problems may 

lead to installation failures. If the case is such, then the  



Business Intelligence (BI) team forecasts market trends. They 

identify new product features that may generate revenue for the 

company. Product Delivery and BI teams work together to elicit 

requirements for the new features.  Product Delivery team 

discusses the new candidate features with Finance and Customer 

Support team. All parties give their suggestions for future release 

requirements. They prioritize the required features according to the 

business needs. They also develop acceptance tests for these 

features.  Delivery team finalizes the list of the features 

requirements for next release before the acceptance testing phase 

of the current release. They handover this list to Development team  

as soon as the Development team has finished system testing of the 

current release to be soon delivered. At this point, Development 

team starts analyzing future release requirements list and business 

stakeholders start acceptance testing of the current release. 

Development team forms an internal support team on a temporary 

basis for resolving issues raised during the acceptance testing 

phase of the current release. 

  

Fig. 3 CRM TELECOM release management 

Operation team quickly restores the system to the 

previous stable version. Finally, as the last installation 

step, Operation team makes post deployment tests to 

check that the system is functioning correctly in the 

operational environment. 

Planning for future releases and their updates starts in 

parallel with the current release development phase. The 

scenario of doing it is briefly summarized in Fig. 3. 

Development team identifies the documents and 

modules to be deployed and determines their distribution 

structure. They provide detailed instructions in form of 

release notes to be followed by the SCM and Operation 

team, who, in turn, make them available online. 

5.5 Training 

CRM TELECOM implements all the activities as listed 

in the Training component. They train on system 

structure and operation, they train on maintenance and 

support processes and on new technology. Due to the 

fact that all the system stakeholders intensely interact 

with each other from the early planning phases, they 

learn the system throughout the whole development 

process. Hence, training at CRM TELECOM is not a 

complex and time-consuming activity.  By the time the 

system is ready, the stakeholders involved already 

possess fairly good system knowledge and its operation.  

Training on system, its structure and operation is 

provided to the Maintenance and Operation teams and 

end users. As already explained in Section 4, in case of a 

newly developed system, maintenance personnel 

comprises a subset of the original Development team. 

Hence, they possess in-depth knowledge of the system 

structure and operation and therefore they do not require 

special training. In general, only experienced 

development personnel become part of the Maintenance 

team. However, in case of new personnel induction, 

senior member of the Maintenance team conduct 

demonstration sessions for new members and supplies 

them with system design and operational documents.   

In cases when new features get released, the maintainers 

get proper training on them during the acceptance 

testing phase. The features get either demonstrated to 

them or the maintainers have to learn them by studying 

and discussing documents such as requirement 

specifications, design documents, and the like.  

Operation team and end users also participate during the 

planning phase. They provide requirements to the 

developers, they examine the prototypes build by the 
developers, and they develop and execute user 

acceptance test cases. When doing it they learn the 

system. Therefore, they do not require any special 

training for understanding the structure and operation of 

the system.  

CRM TELECOM follows “train the trainer” policy. 

Their Development team communicates changes made 

to the system with Single Point of Contact (SPOC) in 

each department. SPOC works as a trainer for the 

remaining members in his department.   

Maintainers do not attend to modification requests as 

part of a training process. It is the Development team’s 

responsibility to handle them. Neither do the maintainers 

perform white box testing with the purpose of learning 

the system. If they face understanding problems, they 

directly communicate with the Development team. 

Regarding training on the maintenance process, 

maintenance personnel get trained on problem resolution 

and reproduction in the maintenance environment and 

on release management for producing minor releases. 

The training on the first two is conducted via informal 

discussions and demonstrations with the Development 

team. Training on release management is provided via 

literature and various documented guidelines.   

Training on support process is conducted by SPOC at 

the Operation department. The training includes helping 

customer for utilizing system and reporting on software 

problems to the maintenance team. 

If new technology is introduced to the maintenance and 

operation environment, then a few Maintenance team 

members explore it and share their knowledge with the 

remaining team members. They share it in the form of 

discussion sessions and presentations. 

CRM TELECOM provides onsite support. However, 

they do not provide this support on a permanent basis. 

Maintenance personnel visits customer site only to 

examine some of the urgent software problems.     

5.6 Documentation 

CRM TELECOM implements all the activities listed in 

the Documentation component. They establish a 
documentation repository and its services. They also 

establish documentation development standards and they 

subject system documentation repository to SCM. 

System documentation repository is set up by the 

Development team during the project planning phase. It 



contains documents such as requirement specification, 

design documents, discussion documents, work 

breakdown structures, operation document and like. 

The services to be provided by the documentation 

repository are defined by the Mid-Management level 

during the planning phase. This repository provides two 

major services. First, it contains all the documents 

necessary for understanding the structure, operation, 

maintenance and support of the system. Second, it 

assists in auditing. The repository automatically keeps 

records about the changes made to each document such 

as date, person responsible for the change and the 

change itself. It is subjected to SCM during the planning 

phase. It is the Development team that is responsible for 

its configuration.  

Finally, the standards for documentation development 

are developed by the Mid-Management and 

Development teams. They develop templates for each 

type of a document.  

5.7 Maintainability Management 

CRM TELECOM manages both system and data 

maintainability. Regarding system maintainability, the 

organization ensures it on a regular basis during the 

system lifecycle where different groups of roles 

contribute to maintainability in various ways. For 

instance (1) when designing the system, the 

Development and Delivery teams envision future 

requirements and pay heed to them, (2) when designing 

the system, designers follow the layered architecture (3) 

while coding, the developers follow organizational 

coding standards, and (4) when testing, the QA teams 

check that the coding standards are followed.     

Regarding data maintainability, CRM TELECOM 

ensures it by restricting direct access to the operational 

data. By operational data, they mean the data currently 

utilized and modified by the users in the operational 

environment. To assure its maintainability, the 

maintainers can only access the replicated data for 
investigating software problems.   

6 FINAL REMARKS 

In this paper we have evaluated the initial version of the 

EM
3
 of handover activities within CRM TELECOM. 

Even though the process studied is only an in-house 

handover process, our results indicate that the process is 

very complex, multifaceted and multiple-role intensive.  

The complexity manifests itself in the magnitude of the 

various types of activities as covered by the transition 

process stretching from the initial development to the 

initial post-deployment phases (see Table 1). The wide 

time span of its activities indicates strong process 

variability and parallelism with many other processes.   

The multiple-role intensiveness manifests itself in the 

fact that almost all the roles across all the organizational 

levels are involved in the handover process. However, 

the time and level of participation varies.  

Business Strategic level participates during project 

approval and partially during the acceptance testing 

phase. They take part in approving transition budget 

and resource requirements. Mid-Management level 

administrates and manages the transition activities, 

develops transition procedures during the planning 

phase and tracks all the activities performed for handing 

over the system. They actively participate during the 

acceptance testing phase. Finally, the Tactical and 

Implementation level team performs their duties by 

following the Mid-management guidelines. They 

actively participate in the development, testing, 

deployment and maintenance phases. 

Even if the roles have more or less fixed positions 

within their respective organizational levels, our study 

shows that in the context of a handover process, the 

fixed boundaries become blurred. This manifests itself 

in the fact that Development team manager works at the 

Tactical and Implementation level during the 

development and system testing phases. However he 

cooperates with Mid-management level during the 

acceptance testing and deployment phases.  

Development team has also representation during the 

project approval and planning phases at Business 

Strategic level. Finance and Customer Service teams 

participate at the Business Strategic level during project 

approval and play the role of an end user on the 

Tactical and Implementation level during the 

acceptance testing phase.  

Our study shows that our taxonomy is realistic in the 

CRM TELECOM context. All the activities were 

relevant and implemented by the company studied. 

However, the transition process strongly varies 

depending on the system to be handed over, its 

criticality and complexity and the number of parties 

involved. Even less complex processes require good 

discipline. If performed in an ad hoc manner, their poor 

performance may jeopardize the delivery and thereby 

business opportunity and survival.  

As mentioned above, most of the activities are 

implemented at CRM TELECOM. We have however 

observed some differences. These are: 

• Current transition models suggest that maintainer and 

his needs be identified in the project planning phase. 

However, our study shows that the point in time 

varies depending on whether the transition deals with 

a new system and a new system release of an already 

existing system.  

• Transition models propose that Development and 

Maintenance teams participate in the transition group, 

whereas, in our study, we have observed that Product 

Delivery team was also part of the transition group.  



• Current transition models do not cover the transfer of 

data. Our study has shown that data management is a 

very critical handover activity.  

• Current models suggest that developers transfer 

modification requests to maintainers. This is not the 

case in the company studied. The reason is the fact that 

the maintainers attend to corrective tasks only.  

• Transition models suggest establishment of only one 

baseline, whereas our study shows that three baselines 

are pivotal for enabling a smooth transition process. 

These are acceptance test baseline, maintenance 

baseline and operational baseline.  

• Current models suggest that the maintainers attend to 

modification requests as part of a training process. Our 

study shows that this is not always the case. Due to the 

fact that developers continue evolving the system with 

new features, the maintainers attend to the corrective 

requests only.  

• Current models suggest onsite support as a critical 

handover activity. However, our results show that on-

site support is not practiced as part of the handover 

process. It is only part of emergency maintenance in 

cases when intricate and complex problems arise that 

have to be examined on the customer site [2].  

The study has lead to several lessons learned. These are: 

• Just because the initial phase of the postdelivery 

operation and maintenance is critical, the developers 

going over to maintenance are chosen with great care. 

They must possess the overall knowledge of the 

system and the ability to work under stress. This 

lesson learned may be found useful for companies 

when choosing among the candidate maintenance 

organizations. It emphasizes the need for choosing the 

right people, which contradicts a common opinion that 

one may use second-class engineers within 

maintenance [6].  

• The manpower resources are rotated between the 

development and maintenance teams in order to evenly 

distribute the development and maintenance effort. 

When developers need help and maintainers are idle, 

then the maintainers may support the developers and 

vice versa. This is treated as part of training of 

developers and maintainers in their respective job 

responsibilities. It is also treated as a way of enabling 

role rotation between the teams.  

• Developers play the role of a temporary internal 

support to the maintainers during the handover phase. 

In this way, maintainers feel confident that they may 

get help in the very initial however very critical and 

stressful post-deployment maintenance phase.  

• The determination of the handover budget, schedule 

and the roles involved in determining them varies 

depending on the lifecycle stage of the product. It is 

more complex when a new system is being developed. 

It is more or less trivial and insignificant when new 

features of an already existing system are released.  

• As much as one fourth of the release cycle time goes 

to the transition phase. This indicates how complex 

and time-consuming the handover process is.  

• Current models claim that all the stakeholders 

involved should undergo intensive training. Our 

results, however, show that their involvement strongly 

depends on the system size and complexity, number of 

stakeholders involved, and the level of their 

engagement throughout the whole development 

process. 

• SPOC policy seems to be a very effective training 

practice. It substantially decreases the communication 

burden and training costs within the organization.  

• Finally, our most important lesson learned is the fact 

that the handover process is a very complex and 

communication-intensive process. Communication 

between all the participating parties during the 

transition phase is a challenging task. 

Bearing in mind that not much effort has been spent on 

software handover by the software community and the 

fact that this study only concerns an in-house process, 

we realize that much work remains to be done in order 

to fully map out the handover process covering all types 

of contexts. Hence, we should treat this study as a tiny 

little step towards a gigantic undertaking of creating a 

platform for defining a handover process.       
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